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(Background: King crater melt pond near the natural bridge (just above “Poster in 
60 Seconds”). North is down, poster is ~5.5 km wide.)

Method: Sky View Through Opening

To estimate radiation exposure within a pit, we calculated the percent of the 
sky that can be seen from inside the pit. We modeled pits as both elliptical and 
rectangular prisms (Figure 1, top), using measured pit dimensions. Two pit 
shapes were used to account for the variability of pit shapes; truly elliptical pits 
are rare, especially at small sizes, and many pits fall somewhere on the spec-
trum between elliptical and rectangular. We positioned a habitat module sized 
for three astronauts (11 × 3 m cylinder [5]) against one wall of the modelled 
pit (Figure 1). The solid angle of the pit opening was calculated from the point 
within the habitat closest to the center of the pit (Figure 2).

Habitat locations at both the side and end of each pit were tested, if the habitat 
would fit in the pit in that orientation (Figure 1), as radiation exposure can dif-
fer significantly between the two positions. In the statistics presented here, the 
orientation with the lowest radiation exposure was used.

Penetrating Radiation

To account for radiation that penetrates the pit walls 
(including secondary radiation from cosmic ray-rego-
lith interactions; see Figure 3), we created additional 
rings of “visible sky” surrounding the actual pit rim, 
corresponding to the sky that would be blocked by 
0-0.5 m of rock, 0.5-1 m of rock, etc. [1] (see Figure 
4 for a simplified example). The solid angle size of 
each of these rings was then multiplied by the per-
cent of radiation that would penetrate that amount of 
rock [1], and the modified size added to the effective 
amount of sky visible from inside the pit. This ex-
tra factor generally increased the modelled radiation 
level by ~10-20%.

Future work will include modeling of radiation exposure from secondary ra-
diation scattered from pit walls, as well as investigating individual highly-
protective pits to determine the best rim shape, and verify that the interior has 
enough flat, boulder-free floor space to place a habitat.

Figure 2 (above): Per-
spective view of el-
liptical pit model with 
habitat module (see 
Figure Y, left column). 
Red cone indicates sol-
id angle of visible sky.

Figure 3: Radiation dose 
vs. depth from primary 
cosmic rays and secondary 
neutrons from cosmic ray-
regolith interactions. Plot 
adapted from [1].

Figure 1: Elliptical and rectangular pit models over-
lain on the King 16 pit, showing habitat locations.

Poster in 60 seconds
The Problem: Radiation is a major hazard for long-term stays on the Moon, re-
quiring large amounts of mass for shielding surface habitats.

The Question: Can lunar pits mitigate radiation enough to protect astronauts?

The Method: We use the amount of sky visible from 
within a pit to approximate the radiation exposure 
because the primary radiation source of concern, cos-
mic ray nucleii, are isotropic in origin. We also take 
into account the exposure from radiation that pierces 
the pit walls.

The Results: 40 (16%) of the 256 measured pits reduce 
radiation to the level allowed for U.S. radiation work-
ers, and ~8 of those have potential entrance ramps. 
The best known candidate for habitation is the Lacus 
Mortis pit, a 100 m deep pit on the northern nearside.

Motivation

Radiation is a major limiting factor for long-term stays on the Moon. The annual radiation dose on the Moon is 
~11% of NASA’s career dose limit for an astronaut (and ~25% of ESA’s), before accounting for solar flares [1,2,3]. 
There are two major sources of radiation on the Moon: Solar radiation and cosmic ray nucleii.

Solar Radiation        Cosmic Rays 
- Lower energy than cosmic rays - High energy atomic nucleii
- Point source travels across    - More dangerous, harder to
   the sky              shield against
- Occasional deadly flares     - Isotropic from space
                 - Near-constant rate

Existing proposals for dealing with radiation generally involve either piling meters of regolith on top of a habitat, 
or placing a habitat inside a lava tube or other sublunarean cave. Both would require extensive preparation work 
before astronauts could inhabit them safely. Building habitats in lunar pits [4] would provide acceptable protection 
to astronauts without the extensive setup time required to build a regolith shield, or the exploration (and possibly 
excavation) needed to gain access to a large cave.

Regolith Shielding       Caves            Pits
- Can build anywhere      - Limited to places with caves    - More common than cave access
- Full protection requires moving  - Extremely good protection    - Moderate protection
   4+ m of regolith into place    - Easy to use inflatable habitats   - Likely easier access than caves
- Complex engineering and    - Can’t conclusively identify    - Often limited interior space
   materials simulation needed      cave entrances from orbit     - Limited line-of-sight to Earth 
- Difficult to expand                        for communication

There are two major sources of radiation on the Moon: Solar radiation and cosmic ray nucleii.

   the sky

There are two major sources of radiation on the Moon: Solar radiation and cosmic ray nucleii.

Summary / Results

Of the 256 measured pits, 178-194 are large enough to hold 
a three-astronaut habitat module (depending on model 
shape). 40-49 of these pits reduce radiation by 83% or more, 
corresponding to an annual dosage of less than 50 mSv (the 
limit for U.S. radiation workers [2]).

Some pits (~43%) have an additional feature that would be 
useful for astronauts: a collapsed wall that provides possible 
access by driving, rather than building an elevator. Unfortu-
nately, pits with these collapses are rarely narrow and deep 
enough to provide good protection. Of the pits with <50 
mSv/yr exposure, only ~8 have possible entrance ramps.

The most exciting pit for habitation is the Lacus Mortis 
mare pit (see “Poster in 60 Seconds”). Located on the north-
ern near side, it’s a ~200 × 110 m pit (~90 × 50 m of flat floor 
space) with a ~23° slope on the east side from rim to floor, 
permanent shadow along the south wall (providing higher thermal stability and protection from 
solar flares), and line-of-sight for communication with Earth from part-way up the wall.

excavation) needed to gain access to a large cave.

Can lunar pits mitigate radiation enough to protect astronauts?

excavation) needed to gain access to a large cave.
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lain on the King 16 pit, showing habitat locations.

Figure 4: Penetrating radiation calculation. For nu-
merous azimuths around the test point, we calcu-
lated the location that a ray would need to enter the 
ground to pass through exactly e.g. 2 meters of rock 
to reach the test point (left), and used those locations 
to make extended rings of “sky view” (right). The 
extra area of those rings was multiplied by the per-
cent of radiation that would pass through that much 
rock (graph, center) to get the effective total sky view.

Figure 6: Map of pit locations. Stars indicate mare pits, circles indicate craters known to have impact 
melt pits [4]. Grey marks are locations without any “safe” pits (<50 mSv/yr exposure), blue marks 
have “safe” pits, and green marks have a “safe” pit with a possible entrance ramp (possibly in addition 
to other “safe” pits). Callout panels are some of the most protective pits, color-coded the same way.

Figure 7: Protectiveness of pits, illus-
trating the relative protection provided 
by pits with and without potential en-
trance ramps.




